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Electoral autocrats1 must maintain the assent of the elite and the electorate to stay in power

(Svolik, 2012). Extant scholarship suggests that incumbent autocrats2 are largely unconstrained in

what strategies they can choose to use to maintain elite cohesion and win elections. Upon winning

control of the executive and securing enough seats in the legislature to hold constitutional control,

the incumbent wins hegemonic control of state resources and the ‘rules of the game’ (Magaloni, 2006;

Levitsky & Way, 2010). Incumbents are then thought to have freedom to over how state resources

are distributed and how institutions are designed. They maximize their own pay-offs given the threats

they face but the strategy set itself is not thought to be constrained.

This characterization of the ‘hegemonic incumbent’ has become a stylized fact in the study of

authoritarian politics. This hegemony allows the executive to reign supreme over all countervailing

institutions (Magaloni, 2006; Levitsky & Way, 2010). Hegemony tames political competition, allowing

incumbents to assert their control over elites and the masses (Pempel, 1990; Svolik 2012). It establishes

the regime as the sole route to power and resources, making it costly to defect (Albertus et al, 2018;

Magaloni, 2006; Blaydes, 2010, Svolik, 2012). Hegemony therefore discourages elites from forming

a counter-elite. By the same mechanism, it discourages voters from backing such a counter-elite.

Existing theories therefore understand hegemony as the foundation of incumbent control over politics

in non-democracies.

Incumbents then choose the form of the constraints that they impose on themselves to manage

the uncertainty they face and maintain their elite and electoral coalitions (Geddes, 2003; Brownlee,
1I use Schedler’s (2009, 2015) definition of electoral authoritarianism: “Electoral authoritarian regimes practice

authoritarianism behind the institutional facades of representative democracy. They hold regular multiparty elections at
the national level, yet violate liberal-democratic minimum standards in systematic and profound ways”

2Throughout this study, I use ‘incumbent’, ‘incumbent autocrat’, ‘electoral autocrat’ and ‘autocrat’ interchangeably
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2007; Wright, 2008; Gandhi, 2008; Svolik, 2012). Discussion of authoritarian institutions asks why

incumbents allow institutions like legislatures, elections, parties and how these help them maintain

mass support and elite cohesion (Przeworski & Gandhi, 2006). Few studies ask how and to what

extent these institutions empower the opposition or have destabilizing consequences more broadly.

This is in part because opposition parties are generally thought to be permitted for functionalist

reasons. They are allowed to exist and contest elections because they have a stabilizing influence on

incumbent power. Opposition parties are seen as a means of co-opting possibly rebellious elites and

as a ‘safety valve’ for popular discontent (Gandhi, 2008; Sartori, 1976). Opposition parties are seldom

conceptualized as adversarial political actors with real agency. So long as incumbent support remains

above the electoral thresholds for executive and legislative control, opposition support is not thought

to constrain incumbents.3

However, oppositions do win enough support to threaten incumbents’ control of the presidency and

parliament. Indeed, opposition parties unseat autocrats. If incumbents are hegemonic, why do they

allow opposition support to build enough to challenge them? I contend that that opposition parties

are able to build support because incumbents are often more constrained and opposition parties more

empowered than the prevailing consensus would suggest.

Figure 1: Electoral autocracies in 2017 by decentralization

Details: This map show electoral autocracies with elected local governments in 2017. I drop countries below minimum
thresholds of administrative and fiscal decentralization as measured by Ivanyna & Shah (2012). This data is not from the
same year and so this plot should be treated with caution

3Low levels of opposition support are important for projecting power and an aura of invincibility (Magaloni, 2006)
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Existing scholarship overlooks this because it overlooks the importance of the local level in de-

centralized electoral autocracies. There was a substantial wave of decentralization reforms towards

the end of the 20th century. Many of those reforming countries were electoral autocracies. Figure 1

plots electoral autocracies by decentralization. The prevalence of decentralization in these regimes is

surprising. Decentralization has long been thought of as inherently democratic in normative political

theory (Madison, 1788; de Tocqueville, 1825). Despite this, existing work on decentralization in non-

democracies views these reforms as a boon for incumbents. I define decentralization using Treisman’s

definition of decision-making decentralization. A country is decentralized if there exists at an elected

subnational tier or tiers responsible for at least one policy domain which it is hard for the incumbent

to recentralize (Treisman, 2007).4 Decentralization creates elected local institutions which are em-

powered to provide public services and enforce order without extensive coordination with the center.

As with other nominally democratic institutions, subnational governments and administrations give

incumbents new tools to manage political competition (Gandhi & Przeworski, 2007). Studies point to

a range of mechanisms - improved economic performance through competition, elite cohesion through

promotions, better information on performance, better distribution of patronage, containment of re-

gional opposition - by which decentralization may strengthen the hand of incumbents (Cai & Treisman,

2006; Landry, 2008; Malesky & Schuler, 2011; Riedl & Dickovick, 2013; Hess, 2013; Aalen & Muriaas,

2018; Clark, 2018).

Most of these arguments rely on the understanding that local capacity – state or party – strengthens

authoritarian regimes (Levitsky & Way, 2010; Slater & Fenner, 2014; Handlin, 2016). The more

state capacity an autocrat has, the stronger they are. Decentralization created local state capacity,

empowering local actors to implement electorally salient distributive and coercive policies. Extant

work overlooks subnational variation in incumbent hegemony over this local state capacity.

I argue that local control – whether the incumbent or an opposition party wins elected local office

in a given area – becomes another threshold incumbents must cross to remain truly hegemonic because

this capacity is necessary for incumbents to implement their chosen distributive and coercive strategies

across the country. Work on distribution and repression often conceives of the regime as akin to a

central planner, a unitary actor implementing a strategy across the country. They trace where regimes

choose to target resources and coercion as if the regime has uniform capacity to distribute across space,

4This is a form of political decentralization which assumes a non-trivial accompanying level of administrative and/or
fiscal decentralization
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given a budget constraint. However, I argue that incumbents in decentralized electoral autocracies face

subnational constraints on their ability to enforce a ‘punishment regime’ or any other strategy.

In this dissertation I ask whether local capacity strengthen or weaken electoral autocrats. To answer

this question, I introduce the concept of local control to better understand where and when incumbents

are truly hegemonic. I ask how local control defines the strategies incumbents and opposition parties

use to compete for votes and how local control in turn affects citizens’ voter calculus. I argue that

local state capacity strengthens incumbents only if they can retain local control. Otherwise, local state

capacity weakens authoritarian regimes. Opposition control of local state capacity allows credible

opposition parties to emerge by disrupting sanctioning of opposition support and allowing opposition

parties to offer competing benefits to their voters. Attempts to manage threats from these parties

may lead incumbents to use costly and destabilizing violent and legalistic strategies which reduce their

legitimacy in the long-run. By both pathways, local capacity in the ‘wrong hands’ weakens incumbents’

hold on power by eroding their popular support and making them less able to use distributive and

violent politics to win back support.

Regime durability in electoral autocracies

An electoral autocrat’s primary concern is to survive from one electoral cycle to the next by preventing

elite defection and keeping popular support for their rule high. An regime is durable if the incum-

bent can prevent credible challenges to their rule. The incumbent stays in power if they can keep the

electorate loyal and prevent the emergence of credible opposition parties. They do so by managing

political competition. Like voters in democracies, voters in electoral autocracies make strategic calcu-

lations based on the costs and benefits of loyalty to the incumbent versus switching to an opposition

party. If the incumbent can keep voters’ perceptions of the benefits of staying loyal high and percep-

tions of the benefits of voting for opposition parties low, voters have little incentive to defect. Modern

electoral autocracy relies on management of information and perceptions (Guriev & Treisman, 2018).

Incumbents control the rules of the game. They can use their control of the constitution or other

legal means to skew the playing field in their favour (Levitsky & Way, 2010). Given these rules of the

game, incumbents then use various distributive and violent strategies to induce loyalty and dissuade

defection. Many studies of electoral strategies explore how incumbents enforce ‘punishment regimes’

to discourage opposition support (Magaloni, 2006; Blaydes, 2010). This targeted provision of ‘rewards
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to friends and punishment to enemies’ is an integral part of the electoral authoritarian toolkit, building

loyalty from core supporters and imposing costs on defection. Magaloni shows that the PRI rewarded

electoral supporters and sanctioned defectors under the dominant party regime in Mexico (Magaloni,

2006) In her study of Egypt, Blaydes finds that areas which supported groups opposed to Mubarak’s

regime were subsequently neglected when the regime allocated infrastructure projects (Blaydes, 2010).

Through the sanctioning of disloyalty, the regime signals that it is costly to be outside the regime’s

group of beneficiaries.5

Distributive politics is an important tool for incumbents but violence is also part of electoral auto-

crats’ repertoire. Repression - the actual or threatened use of physical sanction against individuals or

groups - may be deployed to discourage opposition to the regime (Davenport, 2007). In the popular

imagination, autocrats are often known for their use of ‘high-intensity coercion’, highly visible repres-

sion like assassinations, massacres and repression of high-profile protests. Despite this, ‘low-intensity’

violent coercion, less visible repressive tactics like voter intimidation and local harassment of opposi-

tion politicians and supporters, is often more critical to autocrats’ survival (Levitsky & Way, 2010).

Avoiding high-intensity violence is good for incumbents not least because it remains unclear whether

and under what conditions state violence is effective in suppressing non-violent resistance (Davenport,

2007; Chenoweth et al, 2017).

Guriev & Treisman argue that contemporary autocrats try to avoid violence because they rely

on popular support in elections rather than the ideology or charisma of twentieth century autocrats.

Management of information is now critical to autocratic survival. Punishment regimes inform voters

who the winners and losers are, what kinds of dissent and resistance are acceptable and which are not.

Violence is costly because much of autocrats’ support comes from voters convinced of their competence

and even benevolence. As I will argue, popular approval of discrimination against opposition supporters

relies on the idea that opposition parties are a threat to the greater good, something which opposition

control threatens by propagating pluralist ideas about multiparty competition. Visible displays of

violence are likely to undermine voters’ positive perceptions of the incumbent and alienate them (Guriev

& Treisman, 2018).

When violence does occur, it is often to target opposition elites to suppress turnout and discourage

5I focus on punishment regimes but scholars have theorized a number of different logics which incumbents use to
distribute resources in non-democracies, most which rely on incumbent dominance of state resources (see Albertus et al,
2018 for an excellent summary)
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opposition support (ibid; Bhasin & Gandhi, 2013). This violence may take the form of arrests, kid-

nappings, violent suppression of rallies, assassinations, etc. Violence signals to voters that it is costly

to side with opposition parties. However, violence may galvanize support and sympathy for opposi-

tion parties, spark international outrage which may reduce investment or aid (Levitsky & Way, 2010)

or turn opposition parties into more skilled resisters (Finkel, 2015). As such, incumbents will often

choose to avoid violence when they can. However, the ‘tragic brilliance’ of incumbent monopoly of

state resources is that incumbents can rely on their hegemonic control of material benefits to continue

to win elections without recourse to significant violence (Diaz-Cayeros et al, 2001).

Through their hegemonic control of state institutions and resources, incumbents are understood

to define the contours of political competition. Scholars argue that incumbents can unilaterally use

the institutions of the state to de jure or de facto limit the extent to which opposition parties can

compete for votes (Schedler, 2013). Opposition parties are understood to occupy whatever space the

incumbent allows them, co-opted by the incumbent or even created by them (Gandhi & Przeworski,

2006; March, 2009, Lust-Okar, 2004). Opposition victories at the national level have often been

attributed to structural conditions which allowed opposition parties to organize successfully (most

likely cases of opposition success) or prompted weak incumbents to fall (most likely cases of incumbent

failure) after the introduction of multipartyism. LeBas (2011) and Arriola (2012) both explain where

we see post-liberalization opposition parties unseat incumbents in sub-Saharan Africa with reference to

pre-liberalization political developments: protest and labor movevements and financial liberalization

respectively.

However, Levitsky and Way (2010) argue that many of these opposition movements mobilized

against weak states and that incumbent organizational strength is a more important determinant of

incumbent durability. Many authoritarian states, particularly in Africa, the former Soviet Union and

Asia, fell primarily because of state weakness rather than some societal push (Levitsky & Way, 2010).

Similarly, Greene (2009) argues that the PRI fell in Mexico because of a contraction in their fiscal

resources. Once we move beyond the immediate post-liberalization period and these dynamics play

out, we know little about how opposition parties win support and their strategies more broadly. In

all these accounts, opposition parties lack agency, either characterized as co-opted and toothless or

beneficiaries of historical accident.

I contend that they have more agency than these accounts would suggest. Some opposition parties
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may be happy to be co-opted but others are sincerely interested in replacing the incumbent. However,

it is hard for voters to ascertain whether a party is office-seeking or renting-seeking.6 This uncertainty

makes it difficult for voters to defect to opposition parties (Magaloni, 2006). As I will discuss, this

uncertainty also makes it difficult for incumbents to manage the threat from office-seeking opposition

parties.

Opposition parties have limited opportunities to hold political office with any meaningful authority.

Opposition politicians in the legislature, the primary focus of scholarship, generally have only limited

influence. They therefore lack opportunities to build a record so it is difficult for opposition parties to

make themselves credible. I define credibility as the ability of a politician or party to make pre-electoral

commitments which voters believe (Keefer, 2007).

I argue that the incumbent durability, and conversely opposition support, in a given area or polity

is the outcome of a strategic interaction between the incumbent and opposition parties. If opposition

parties want to convince voters that they plan to meaningfully contest for high office, they must find

ways to demonstrate their credibility. An opposition party becomes credible if they can show they

have followed through on their responsibilities, independent of the incumbent.

To win votes, opposition parties must convince voters to defect. This means that they must signal

to voters that the benefits of opposition support outweigh the costs despite all the strategies incum-

bents can leverage against them. This is such a herculean task that sustained efforts to build a credible

opposition party often prove futile. Indeed, because of this unequal balance of power, scholars are gen-

erally pessimistic about opposition parties’ chances. Despite this, institutionalized opposition parties

do emerge and even unseat incumbents. What allows opposition parties to outmanoeuvre incumbents

and weaken their durability? I argue that the success of incumbent and opposition strategies alike are

contingent on control of state capacity.

Existing scholarship presupposes that the autocrats have uniform ability to enforce their strategies

across space. I argue that the ability to enforce a punishment regime is conditioned by control of

capacity, which I call ‘local control’. By ‘capacity’, I refer to infrastructural capacity, the ability of

the state to penetrate its territory and implement policies (Mann, 1985). Infrastructural capacity

encompasses the resources the state can draw on to meet their objectives (capabilities of the state),

where the state can implement their preferred policies (territorial reach of the state) and the effect

6An office-seeking party is one which aims to replace the incumbent while a rent-seeking party is one which aims to
use politics to enrich their leadership or to maintain a regional foothold
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of these policies on citizens’ lives (weight of the state) (Soiffer, 2008). Infrastructural capacity often

also increases information available to officials in part because it extends the state’s reach. Mann

distinguishes despotic capacity, the centralized repressive capacity of the state, from infrastructural

capacity, the ability to make decisions and have them implemented throughout its territories. Despotic

capacity encompasses institutions like the military, the police, the security services. It should be noted

that violence as a strategy is not exclusively enacted by despotic capacity. Low-level state officials who

serve multiple roles are often those primarily responsible for low-intensity violent coercion.

The operation of the authoritarian state as it is described in the literature is reliant on control

of infrastructural capacity. For a punishment regime or any other strategic logic to be effective, an

incumbent must be able to mobilize infrastructural capacity to enforce distributive or violent sanction

in politically relevant parts of the country. In decentralized states, this cannot simply be assumed.

Local elections change the strategies available to incumbents if they changes their ability to call on

this capacity. On the one hand, decentralization strengthens local infrastructural capacity, which I

will argue can strengthen incumbent durability by extending the reach and the weight of the state.

However, these elections also introduce risk that incumbents will have to cede infrastructural capacity

to opposition parties. This blunts the extent to which the state can use low-intensity violent and

distributive sanction in those areas. Furthermore, it makes smaller pockets of opposition support

consequential because local elections now determine control of capacity.

Opposition control matters not simply as an absence of incumbent control. Discussions of state

capacity generally view local capacity as an extension of the central state with the local and the central

working for common political goals. Scholars note the principal-agent problems inherent to delegating

state functions to the local level, which frequently lead to misappropriation and state capture by

private interests (Bardhan & Mookherjee, 2000). Failure to implement central policy is attributed to

‘bad type’ local officials who exploit local autonomy to loot parts of the state for their own personal

gain. However, local capacity is still understood as part of the same political structure, if under the

wrong custodian. Opposition control of local capacity challenges this view. Opposition control gives

state capacity to adversaries of the central state who can exploit this capacity for political rather than

personal gain.

Extant work on authoritarian control and decentralization has been overlooked the agency of op-

position parties because they are primarily concerned with ‘the ways and means of Goliath’s power’ at
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the center, creating the false impression that local actors have no agency (El-Ghobashy, 2008; Clark,

2018). However, opposition parties in decentralized systems have control of infrastructural capacity of

the state. I will argue that ceding capacity to opposition parties creates opportunities for them to build

credibility, which if properly managed, are likely to strengthen opposition parties and weaken incum-

bent control. By focusing primarily on top-level incumbent strategy in decentralized non-democracies,

scholarship overlooks the implications of local capacity and who controls it.

Why did so many non-democracies decentralize?

Before outlining my theory, I account for why we see such a prevalence of decentralized electoral

autocracies. By 2005, 75 countries had passed reform packages, most of these combining administrative,

fiscal and political decentralization (Ahmad et al, 2005). Many of those countries remain decentralized

to this day, as shown in Figure 2. Before we can understand the consequences of local capacity for

incumbent durability, we must first understand why regimes decentralized and how much regimes

knew about the implications of the decisions they make. I do not seek to explain why some countries

decentralize and others did not, nor why some countries decentralized more fully than others. A

large body of work already exists to answer this question (O’Neill, 2003; Boone, 2003; Falleti, 2005;

Riedl & Dickovick, 2013; Dickovick, 2014; Clark, 2018). Instead I briefly establish the pressures and

pay-offs facing incumbents when making the decision to decentralize to understand why so many non-

democracies chose to decentralize. My theory will then trace the consequences of this decision to

decentralize once regimes committed to reform.

Decentralization is a ‘downward relocation of power’, limiting the power of the centre by moving

responsibilities to the local level to create a multi-tiered system of government (Falleti, 2010; Treisman,

2007). I define decentralization using Treisman’s definition of decision-making decentralization. A

country is decentralized if there exists an elected subnational tier or tiers responsible for at least one

policy domain which it is hard for the incumbent to recentralize (Treisman, 2007). I focus only on

those tiers which control local capacity.7 I focus on two levels: local government and community. I

refer to the primary decentralized institution below the center as the local government (abbreviated

as LG). By primary, I mean the level that is responsible for the bulk of decentralized powers. Local

7I do not focus on subnational electoral units which do not have associated responsibilities and the capacity to fulfil
them.
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Figure 2: Decentralized countries in 2017

Details: Operationalizing Treisman’s definition, I classify countries as decentralized if they have elected subnational
governments (as measured using V-Dem 9) with sufficient local capacity to administer policy at the local level. I use
Ivanyna & Shah’s (2014) decentralization indices to exclude those countries where elected subnational governments have
below a minimum threshold of administrative decentralization (as measured by bureaucrat autonomy and share of local
government employees of total state employees) and fiscal decentralization (as measured by local tax autonomy and share
of subnational revenues of total state revenue). I map levels of administrative, fiscal and political decentralization in
Figures 5, 6 and 7 in the appendix

government areas are made up of multiple constituencies with elected (possibly alongside appointed)

representatives to local government and generally oversee local public good provision. Below the LG, I

focus on the community level. There may be levels between LG and community. I choose these levels

because LGs and community administrations are the most likely levels of government to have a clearly

defined remit with associated state capacity. Many decentralization packages moved consequential

executive and administrative powers to communities. Community empowerment was a key IFI priority

therefore it is difficult to understand the implications of decentralization without thinking at both the

local government and the community level.

Decentralization was proposed as something of a panacea by the international community (Mookher-

jee, 2015). Decentralization was expected to improve the allocative efficiency of local services. In diverse

countries where citizens have heterogeneous preferences over policy, decentralization can bring local

policy more in line with local preferences (Musgrave, 1983; Oates, 1972; Tiebout, 1956; Besley & Coate,

2003; Lockwood, 2002). Policymakers also hoped that decentralization would improve government re-

sponsiveness by bringing representatives closer to their constituents (Cremer et al, 1995; Seabright,

1996), thereby increasing the political power of ordinary citizens in the developing world (World Bank,
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2003; Ahmad et al, 2005; Manor, 1999). The informational advantage of local institutions was at the

core of these arguments. It was believed that decentralization would allow denser information at the

local level to be leveraged to improve service delivery and accountability.

After the end of the cold war, developing countries had little leverage to resist IFI demands to

decentralize (Manor, 1999). It was understood that continued assistance was conditional on a willing-

ness to reform. However, autocratic incumbents also stood to gain from decentralization. This was

particularly true in low income countries where decentralization reforms were almost ubiquitous. First,

the reform packages themselves were tied to substantial assistance to fund restructuring and the new

posts (Harrison, 2001). Second, incumbents were under substantial internal pressure to reform (Boko,

2003, de Valk, 1990; Conyers, 2000). Incumbents faced structural problems which limited their ability

to deliver services and entrench support. Structural adjustment had reduced the penetration of the

(party-) state and many state institutions were no longer fit for purpose (Ndegwa, 2002, Herbst, 1990).

By the 1990s, incumbents recognized a need to increase state capacity and penetration at the local

level to build popular legitimacy and to distribute patronage for political reasons (Crook & Manor,

1998). Decentralization packages promised to strengthen and rehabilitate these local institutions and

fund new (patronage) jobs across the country (Manor, 1999; Riedl & Dickovick, 2013, Dickovick, 2014).

However, decentralization was not without risk for incumbent. Political decentralization was an

important component of the World Bank reform package, in part because of its long-standing associ-

ation with democracy. It was hoped that local elections would increase accountability and liberalize

citizens’ access to power and state resources (Manor, 1999). For incumbents, more liberal access to

power represents a challenge to their hegemony. Even without multiparty competition, Landry notes

that decentralization introduces new uncertainty for incumbents to manage (Landry, 2008). The ma-

jority of non-democracies did not have the leverage to resist the introduction of multiparty competition

around a similar time, including at the local level.

Despite this risk, decentralization was a strategically sound decision at the time for many electoral

autocrats and many autocracies remain decentralized today as shown in Figure 3. Riedl & Dickovick

(2013) show that incumbents which face low levels of competition and a stable party system are the

most likely to decentralize. They face little risk of handing over a substantial amount of power and

gain from the shock in patronage resources brought by the reform packages. Incumbents in the 90s and

00s generally faced weak opposition parties which had very volatile levels of support. The weakness
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Figure 3: Decentralized countries by regime type

of opposition parties meant that incumbents were confident that the influence of opposition parties

would remain narrowly concentrated in their strongholds.

The reforms implemented were more than just window dressing. Figure 8 in the appendix plots the

levels of decentralization broken down by regime type in countries which are nominally decentralized.

Only democracies occupy the very upper right quadrant of the most decentralized countries in both

panels. However, the figure makes clear that there is substantial variation in levels of decentralization

within both democracies and non-democracies. Indeed, there are many non-democracies that are more

decentralized than several nominally decentralized democracies. Thus, it is not true that decentral-

ization reforms in democracies were meaningful while those reforms passed in non-democracies were

not.

Many electoral autocracies agreed to significant reforms, taking a calculated risk. Decentralization

had the potential to increase regime presence at the local level by creating new local capacity. Given

the weakness of opposition parties in these regimes at the time, this calculated risk made a lot of sense.

However, I argue that control of local capacity gave opposition parties tools they needed to build in

strength over time. These reforms therefore unleashed new dynamics of political competition which

incumbents had to manage. I contend that, given political decentralization, local capacity changes the

game for incumbents as they manage competition and prevent the emergence of credible challengers.

I now turn to my theory.
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Local capacity, local strategies

Incumbent autocrats and opposition parties compete for votes in local and national elections using

various strategies including distributive and violent strategies. Given their hegemony over the central

state, the incumbent can call on more effective strategies at than their marginalized opposition oppo-

nents. They can build new infrastructure projects (Burgess et al, 2015). They can use social programs

or handouts to distribute state money to voters (Diaz-Cayeros et al, 2016, Kramon, 2017). They can

target opposition elites or voters with state violence (Bhasin & Gandhi, 2013). Opposition parties are

far more limited in resources and power, not least because they cannot call on the resources and power

of the central state. I contend that this balance of power may be much more even in some subnational

units because opposition parties can call on the powers and resources of the local state.

I contend that exploiting local capacity is an important part of the electoral autocrat’s toolkit in

decentralized systems. In this section, I argue that local capacity can be mobilized for political ends

by both incumbents and opposition parties. I outline how local control of this capacity determines the

strategies available to the incumbent and opposition in a given subnational unit and hence how easily

each side can win votes.

Local capacity matters because it determines the resources and information local officials can draw

on and the autonomy they have to use these for altruistic or political ends. Local capacity is necessary

for decentralization to meet its stated aims.8 If local solutions are to be found for local problems, local

institutions must be able to identify and act on problems without relying on the central government.

Local capacity determines what resources local officials can mobilize and what legal and coercive

powers they can use to address these problems. It therefore also determines what state resources

and powers they can mobilize for political ends. Local capacity defines the distributive and coercive

strategies available to local officials. For example, local officials can grant preferential access to those

public goods and services they control to incumbent supporters. Local officials can also use distributive

powers to try and signal a policy priority, ideological commitment or preference/commitment to a given

bloc of voters (Mares and Young, 2019). Local officials can selectively enforce laws and rules for some

groups and not others.

Furthermore, local capacity determines how much autonomy officials have to use these strategies.

8I distinguish between policy domains, the policy areas in which decentralized actors are empowered, and local
capacity, the ability of the state to penetrate its territory and implement its chosen policies.
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Local state capacity determines the extent to which local states can assert their interests vis-a-vis the

national state (Remick, 2002). Local institutions have local capacity they can administer them as local

officials see fit. If local institutions lack capacity, they must coordinate with the center to fulfil their

responsibilities. In theory, this autonomy allows officials to be responsive to fine-grained geography

of need in their area. In practice, autonomy allows officials to leverage state resources to reward and

sanction political support. I define local autonomy as the ability of the decentralized institutions to

pursue a different set of policies in decentralized domains (including priority between different policy

areas and different constituent geographic units) than those preferred by the central government. At

the most basic level, autonomy allows the local level to go against the center. This need not be bad

for the incumbent at the center as I will discuss. However, if local capacity and hence autonomy falls

into opposition hands, parts of the state can be used against the incumbent.

To enforce any strategy, the incumbent and agents working on their behalf must be able to gather

enough information to monitor and sanction vote choice. Local capacity allows these agents to do so

without costly coordination with the center. Work on India shows that the creation of these ‘local

democratic’ institutions makes it more likely that local elites will gather information and work to the

benefit of the central elite (Bohlken, 2016). I argue that local capacity makes it easier for parties to

target their strategies because they can better leverage dense information at the local level.

In a centralized system, agents use electoral returns and heuristics like ethnicity to direct state

resources to sanction disloyal regions. To engage in finer-grained targeting, they must rely on local

networks of brokers. Brokers who work regularly with communities have been shown to be able to

identify the partisan preferences of voters with surprising accuracy (Finan & Schechter, 2012). Under

a centralized system, an official at the center contracts brokers at the local level to target voters and

feed back information to the center. However, sustaining a network of brokers is costly. Stokes et al

(2013) stress how difficult it is to monitor and control brokers. Information often leaks from the chain

of delegation before reaching the center where allocative decisions are made. Brokers themselves are

limited in how effectively they can enforce a punishment regime because they only spring into action

around election time and do not have any real leverage over voters beyond this time.

With access to local capacity, it is easier for an incumbent to implement a punishment regime

because the ‘brokers’ are now embedded state bureaucrats and politicians, responsible for new, fine-

grained political units. The demarcation of small, elected subnational units makes the geography of
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political support more ‘legible’ (Scott, 1998; Malesky & Schuler, 2011). Furthermore, local officials

learn even more about levels of support of those below them through their day-to-day work. LG officials

learn the partisanship of politicians elected below them and can keep up to date with noticeable shifts

in popular support in communities. Community officials in decentralized countries are particularly

important to punishment regimes. Extant evidence suggests that community-level networks have the

most credible information about political preferences of those living within their community (Cruz,

2018; Stokes, 2004). Through repeated and regular interactions with constituents, community officials

learn about who supports the regime and whose loyalty is in question.

Importantly, local officials have the autonomy to act on this information themselves using their dis-

tributive and coercive powers. Community and LG officials administer a stream of resources throughout

an electoral cycle. This capacity means they can condition access to state resources on political support

with no coordination required hence no risk of information leaking out of the system before it is acted

upon. LG officials can direct public goods to loyal communities and sanction disloyal ones. Commu-

nity officials directly mediate most interactions between individual citizens and the state because they

are best placed to verify their identity and eligibility for social programs in less developed countries.

Furthermore, they are often responsible for dispensing justice in petty matters. This capacity gives

them great leverage over individual citizens. Excludable powers in the hands of highly informed LG

and community leaders make them ideally placed to sanction individuals and communities. Further-

more, local autonomy allows officials in ad hoc sanctioning and react to nascent threats to incumbent

hegemony. This allows officials loyal to the incumbent to try and head off opposition support before

those at risk of defecting even step into the polling station.

I argue that local capacity makes the targeting of state resources more accurate to the underlying

geography of political support. Sanctioning becomes more finely grained because support is now easier

to observe for those implementing punishment regimes. Given a punishment regime, I hypothesize:

H1: Local capacity makes it easier to sanction opposition support accurately

I test this hypothesis in Chapter 3. However, the extent to which politicians are motivated to

sanction opposition support is determined by who holds local control. Under incumbent control, local

capacity strengthens the authoritarian state. Incumbent-loyal politicians are motivated to use this
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capacity to sanction their constituents because the nested structure of subnational tiers incentivizes

them to ‘deliver the vote’. It is common knowledge that a punishment regime is in force. This motivates

those operating at subordinate levels to work to avoid sanction from above. Officials and voters at

each level are aware that those at the level above are observing them and have good information about

the distribution of support. Those at the LG level have good information about which communities

are loyal, which are opposition and which are leaning towards switching. Likewise community officials

have similar knowledge about voters in their community. At each level, the ‘watchers’ are aware

they are being watched and so work to avoid sanction for the area they represent and for themselves

professionally. The nested hierarchy central to decentralization means that actors at these levels

internalize the costs of monitoring and use state resources in their control to sanction. If the incumbent

retains local control, they are able to use local capacity to sanction opposition support.

An incumbent is durable if they can manage electoral politics such that they can prevent the

emergence of a credible threat to their tenure. When they retain local control, they retain hegemonic

control of the various distributive and coercive ‘carrots and sticks’ that they use to induce loyalty. By

making opposition support costly, the incumbent discourages those considering switching and makes

clear to other citizens that the punishment regime is in force. Local capacity makes sanctioning of

opposition more accurate. This makes it costlier, in expectation, to support opposition parties in

elections. Incumbent control therefore suppresses opposition support. Later in this chapter, I will

discuss the implications of this for citizens’ experience of autocracy in their own communities.

However, local control can be handed over to opposition parties. Opposition control is not uncom-

mon in non-democracies. Existing work on decentralization acknowledges the possibility of opposition

control (Riedl & Dickovick, 2013; Bohlken, 2016; Aalen & Muriaas, 2018). Studies generally dismiss

this risk as inconsequential. Some point to the stylized fact that only those places where opposition

parties were weak decentralized in a meaningful way (Riedl & Dickovick, 2013; Aalen & Muriaas,

2018). Others point to how local capacity is generally weak and so opposition control is unlikely to

dent incumbent control such that decentralization is stabilizing on balance (Bohlken, 2016; Clark,

2018).

I argue against both of these points. First, opposition strength and organization is not crystallized

at the time of decentralization. I argue that this is in part because of the opportunities provided

by opposition control. I agree that local capacity is limited compared to central capacity. However,
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the relevant comparison is whether or not opposition parties have more capacity than they did before.

Local control gives these otherwise marginalized actors new strategies to win support and the autonomy

from the center they need to use them. The same local capacity which the incumbent can exploit to

increase their hold on power can become be a weapon for opposition parties against the incumbent.

Opposition control of local capacity gives opposition parties the autonomy to act against the incum-

bent. When opposition parties lack local capacity but hold local office, they can only act as franchisees

of the incumbent. They cannot show their competency because it is difficult to claim credit for their

achievements or to show how what the opposition party has to offer is different from the incumbent.

They cannot allocate resources as they wish and can only advocate to central government for their

desired allocation.

Central capacity is still more important than local capacity in all decentralized electoral autocra-

cies. The incumbent can still use its control of the rules of the game and the bulk of state resources

to frustrate opposition parties.9 However, opposition control tempers the incumbent’s reach. With

local capacity, opposition parties have the autonomy to pursue strategies distinct from those favored

by the incumbent. Given sufficient capacity, they do not need to seek support from the center to dis-

tribute resources to their chosen constituencies. Opposition parties can use what limited capacity they

have to carve out a role and reputation for themselves in an otherwise incumbent-dominated system.

Opposition parties must come up with strategic ways of winning votes. Opposition parties are still

marginalized but now they can govern at the margins.

Local capacity allows opposition parties to do three things. First, it allows them to shield oppo-

sition supporters from sanction by using their power over local distribution to redress central biases

against opposition areas and supporters. They can disrupt the incumbent’s punishment regime and

shield opposition supporters in their areas from sanction. If the incumbent loses control at either the

community or LG level, their ability to gather information becomes more limited. Furthermore, their

access to a pool of clientelistically important resources is tempered. It also becomes harder for them to

punitively use local laws, rules and regulations to sanction opposition supporters. As such, opposition

control makes it harder for incumbents to sanction using local capacity. Opposition control makes

opposition support less costly in that subnational unit.

Second, local capacity allows opposition parties to pursue policies which signal their credibility to

9Incumbents can pursue many strategies to frustrate opposition control, including cuts in fiscal transfers, bureaucratic
interference and political harassment. I cover these strategies later in this chapter
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voters. Ordinarily, voters may not view opposition promises as credible because they lack a record.

They may assume they are simply looking for rents and that they are better served by ‘the devil they

know’. Opposition control allows them to build such a record and signal to voters that they are a

competent, office-seeking party. I contend that they do so by prioritising service delivery in those areas

where they have more autonomy. Where public good provision requires a greater upfront financial cost,

opposition parties are likely to have to coordinate with the incumbent. These responsibilities cannot be

met with local capacity alone. The incumbent can then exert more influence over distribution, making

it harder to deliver to opposition voters or claim credit. Any public goods they do provide are likely

to be those which they can provide without support from the center. Rather than trying to provide

new schools and new hospitals, opposition parties may work to improve the quality and efficiency

of existing services or focus on lower cost, lower coordination new public goods like local roads and

classrooms. They focus on those powers for which local capacity is sufficient to signal competency and

difference without central permission. Opposition local governments do not seek to revolutionize local

government, rather opposition parties seek to fill in gaps in local service provision and improve local

performance. Opposition parties build credibility by prioritizing service delivery which requires less

coordination with the center.

Third, control of local capacity makes quality and quantity of local capacity endogenous to the

decisions of opposition parties. Opposition local governments are able to invest in local capacity to

bolster their autonomy and increase what they can provide locally. Opposition local governments want

to carve out as large a role as they can. Investing in local capacity makes local governments better

able to discharge their duties without coordinating with the center or calling on the center for support

or resources. As discussed, capacity is the basis for local autonomy. Opposition local governments

therefore have an incentive to invest in local capacity to strengthen their ability to deliver services and

disrupt incumbent sanctioning. As I will argue later, this is particularly likely when incumbents try

and frustrate opposition governance.

When opposition parties win local control, it becomes easier for opposition parties to win support.

Opposition voters in autocracies are often high income voters with little to fear from material sanction

or those committed to democracy or anti-regime ideology (Letsa, 2018). Because opposition parties can

now disrupt incumbent sanctioning, it is less costly for voters to back opposition parties. Furthermore,

if opposition parties can signal their credibility through local governance, voters become less likely to
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discount opposition promises and perceive higher benefits to opposition support. This makes it easier

for less ideologically committed voters to switch their vote to opposition parties. Opposition control

increases subsequent opposition support in that subnational unit.

As opposition parties make early inroads, they compete with the incumbent for votes. Any break in

the chain of incumbent control weakens the enforcement of the punishment regime and gives opposition

parties opportunities to build credibility. However, if opposition control is to be a long-run threat to

incumbent durability, opposition support must spread from areas of early opposition control to areas

currently under incumbent control. As opposition credibility builds in some units, nearby units may

switch to opposition parties despite risk of sanctions. Work on Mexico suggests that support for the

PAN diffuses from municipality to municipality in the electoral cycles before the PRI ultimately fell

to a PAN president in the 2000 election (Lucardi, 2016). By observing opposition performance, voters

within that unit and outside it learn that opposition parties are credible. Voters start to consider

opposition parties as a viable alternative to the incumbent and may choose to switch their votes.

Opposition support diffuses around areas under opposition control.

I contend that the balance of power between incumbents and opposition parties in a given unit is

determined by who wins local control. Local control determines what capacity each side can call on

and hence what strategies they can use in a given subnational unit to win support. When incumbents

retain control, they retain hegemonic control of the state and opposition parties remain toothless and

marginalized. However, when opposition parties win control, they control local capacity which they

can use to win support. Who wins local elections determines how constrained the incumbent then is

to manage political competition in that unit. I therefore hypothesize that:

H2: Local control determines the strategies available to the incumbent and opposition parties to

win votes in a given subnational unit

I summarize these strategies in Table 1. I test this hypothesis in Chapters 3 and 4. By this

mechanism, it is easier for incumbents to suppress opposition support in incumbent-controlled areas

than in opposition ones. In incumbent-controlled areas, local capacity strengthens the hand of the

incumbent, increasing the reach and weight of their sanctioning strategy. If opposition parties can get

initial footholds of local control, opposition parties can take advantage of local capacity to disrupt this
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Local control Incumbent strategies Opposition strategies

Incumbent control

Sanction using local resources

Sanction using central resources

Repress using central capacity

Direct local officials to engage
in low-intensity coercion

Manipulate rules of the game

Make non-credible promises

Opposition control

Sanction using central resources

Repress using central capacity

Manipulate rules of the game

Use local resources to build
credibility

Disrupt incumbent sanctioning

Invest in local capacity to
increase local autonomy

Table 1: Strategies by local control

sanctioning, build their support and project it into neighboring areas. Opposition control of the local

state makes it harder for incumbents to contain nascent opposition parties. I expect that:

H3a: Local control determines how easily opposition parties can win support

H3b: Local control determines how easily the incumbent can dissuade opposition support

Local control becomes a pathway by which credible opposition parties can emerge to challenge the

incumbent at the national level. This suggests that local capacity can be a double-edged sword for

electoral autocrats in politically decentralized countries.

Strategic responses to opposition control

In this dissertation, I am interested in the implications of local capacity for regime durability. I argued

that local capacity strengthens electoral autocrats if autocrats can win local elections and so keep local

control. If they cannot, opposition parties gain a foothold on power with new electoral strategies in

that unit. This is a threat to the long-run stability of electoral authoritarian regimes. However, when

opposition control is limited and opposition parties are weak and poorly organized, incumbents benefit
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more from local control than they stand to lose. Indeed, this is why they choose to decentralize in the

first place. At the time of decentralization, opposition parties in newly liberalized non-democracies were

weak and poorly organized. Despite this initial weakness, I argue opposition control gives opposition

parties opportunities to become more organized and skilled through local governance.

However, to draw a clear link between opposition control and regime stability, I must also take into

account strategic responses to this loss of control. How does loss of control change how incumbents

manage competition and compete for votes? What strategies can opposition parties use to respond to

this? How does this influence voters’ experience of autocracy and their willingness to back opposition

parties?

Local infrastructural capacity is central to the incumbents’ ability to gather information about the

geography of opposition support, particularly between electoral cycles. Losing local elections means

that the incumbent no longer has politicians in these key offices, which makes it harder for them to

gather this information and so target their strategies accurately. Opposition control makes it harder

for them to use highly targeted low-intensity coercion and distributive politics. This is a potentially

dangerous loss for incumbents because these strategies are among their most accurate and easiest/least

costly to mobilize.

A plausible strategy would be to recentralize. However, it is incredibly costly to wholesale recen-

tralize the local state. Attempts to recentralize in democracies and autocracies alike have been been

slow and expensive, met with popular discontent and were seldom successful in suppressing powerful

local actors (Chen, 1991; Eaton, 2015; Madinah et al, 2015). Recentralization is generally only possible

when presidents are able to exploit the political will that comes from resolving extraordinary crises

(Kontizer & Wegren, 2006; Dickovick, 2014). Given this, most incumbents choose to work within the

broad contours of a decentralized system.

Within that system, they can exploit their powers at the center to tilt the balance of power back

in their favor. Their hegemony at the center means they have a range of other strategies that they can

fall back on. Returning to Table 1, local control does not affect incumbents’ ability to use the security

services to engage in high-intensity coercion, constitutional control to change the rules of the game

or central resources to punish opposition-controlled areas. I contend that incumbents may engage in

‘strategic substitution’, moving from local strategies to costlier centralized ones. Opposition control

weakens incumbent durability if opposition parties can use local capacity to lower the costs and increase
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the benefits of opposition support to voters. Incumbents can reduce this threat if they can use their

residual powers to blunt the effects of opposition control. The incumbent’s hegemony at the center

means that local autonomy is not a fixed parameter.

Incumbents can respond to opposition local control in three ways. They can tolerate it, they can

restrict it or they can repress it. Incumbents may choose to tolerate opposition parties when they first

win control. By tolerate, I mean incumbents allow opposition controlled areas the same autonomy as

incumbent areas. They may still favor incumbent areas but they do not impose any punitive restrictions

on opposition areas. By tolerating, incumbents do not incur any reputational costs either domestically

or internationally as they are seen to respect popular will. However, a tolerated opposition is better

able to use the strategies outlined above to win support if they choose to.

Incumbents may choose to restrict areas under opposition control. By restrict, I mean they use

their control over the rules of the game to make it harder for areas under opposition local control to

function autonomously. In so doing, they seek to exploit their hegemonic control of the rest of the state

to de facto restrict opposition autonomy and still reap the benefits of local capacity elsewhere. If they

can successfully restrict these areas, they can better preserve their punishment regime and undermine

the opposition’s ability to offer competing benefits. This strategy can take many forms. Incumbents

can undermine the autonomy and the welfare of opposition areas by cutting central transfers to them.

Without sufficient funds, subnational institutions are reliant on the center for additional funding to

fulfil their responsibilities. They must ask for money as needed and the incumbent has the power to

stipulate its use or deny requests if the opposition politicians do not comply. As such, they cannot use

their other administrative powers autonomously (Falleti, 2010).

Furthermore, most decentralized countries have elected local positions alongside appointed local

positions, many of which are central appointees. These appointees may be bureaucrats, local executives,

local commissioners, police chiefs, etc. In principle, these appointed positions are technocratic or

advisory, a source of central oversight. In practice, electoral autocrats can ‘activate’ these roles to

interfere with opposition local governments. In many instances, these appointees have coercive powers.

This state capacity, reserved by the center to prevent mismanagement, can be activated to give the

incumbent more of a gatekeeping role over local government. This allows them to informally limit

opposition local governments’ autonomy while retaining the benefits of autonomy in incumbent-held

areas.
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Incumbents can also use their control of the rules of the game to change the terms of central-

local relations. Legal changes passed through quasi-democratic institutions have been the hallmark

of the latest wave of autocratization (Luhrmann & Lindberg, 2019). In this vein, incumbents pass

reforms which de facto hamper opposition autonomy without the text of the law reading as openly

anti-democratic. For example, they may recentralize key taxes which opposition parties rely on to

generate local revenue. By moving the goalposts, incumbents make it harder for opposition parties to

win support.

Restricting local autonomy is costly for incumbents. Using central capacity to restrict local au-

tonomy in general affects both incumbent and opposition areas. This may alienate incumbent-loyal

local elites who benefit from local autonomy (Landry, 2008). Central intervention may also alienate

popular support. The benefits of restricting opposition autonomy may not outweigh the costs of lost

local autonomy in the rest of the country. The greater the extent strategies disproportionately affect

opposition areas, the more willing incumbents are to restrict.

Incumbents may choose to use violence to repress opposition areas. Violence may include punitive

use of state security forces like the police and use of party militias. It may also include an activation

of the coercive capacity of the appointees I discuss above. Local commissioners, local police chiefs etc.

often have responsibility for public order in their jurisdictions. In electoral autocracies, the incumbent

can use their control of these kinds of institutions to direct these appointees to use their powers to

harass and attack opposition parties. Extant scholarship suggests incumbents choose to use violence to

suppress opposition turnout. I argue that they may also use violence to waste opposition politicians’

time, overwhelming them with legal costs, time in jail and the additional organizational burden of

day-to-day fear of security services and other violence. Furthermore, incumbents may use violence

explicitly to create disorder in areas under opposition control.

However, the strategic benefits of violence are uncertain (Davenport, 2017). It may undermine

the incumbent’s legitimacy in the eyes of moderate voters (Guriev & Treisman, 2018). There is also

no guarantee that it will weaken opposition politicians and activists (Finkel, 2015). It may instead

strengthen their resolve and lead opposition parties to become more skilled resisters.

Incumbents choose how to respond to opposition control based on their priors about what ‘type’ and

quality of opposition party is in power. Incumbents have imperfect information about the intentions

of opposition parties and their compentence. They do not know a priori whether opposition parties
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sincerely want to challenge the incumbent at the national level or are more interested in rent-seeking

in a regional enclave. Indeed, extant scholarship suggests allowing regional opposition enclaves can

strengthen incumbents by overwhelming these parties with duties (Aalen & Muriaas, 2018). Further-

more, the incumbent may think little of the opposition party’s ability so assume support for that party

will collapse after a single electoral cycle in charge.

The incumbent will only engage in strategic substitution, either restricting or repressing, if they

think the opposition party in question is a sufficient risk to them to justify these costs. If the party

is incompetent or not office-seeking, the incumbent incurs no costs by tolerating them and waiting

for them to fail. If the opposition party in question is office-seeking, it is in their best interests to

restrict or repress them to make it harder for opposition parties to maintain their popularity. However,

imperfect information means that incumbents may initially misjudge opposition parties and tolerate

an office-seeking opposition party.10

Given a sufficiently high threat, incumbents may escalate from restriction to repression to suppress

opposition-controlled areas to prevent support from spreading. The struggle between the incumbent

and locally empowered oppositions may push incumbents to make use of otherwise dormant despotic

capacity. Given the costly and uncertain nature of violent politics, a turn to violence is most likely

when incumbents face a sophisticated opposition party against which other centralized strategies have

failed. The longer an opposition party survives and the more its support spreads, the more likely it

is that incumbents will engage in strategic substitution to use central capacity to suppress opposition

support at the local level. The more this threat grows, the more likely it is that the incumbent will

escalate their use of central capacity, including and especially resorting to violence.

If the incumbent has a sufficiently high prior that the party is a threat, they will choose to restrict or

repress instead of tolerate. Local opposition parties are in many ways more of a long-term threat than

those parties which challenge incumbents after a ruling party split or which base their appeal around

a charismatic outsider. They have tools to survive beyond a single electoral cycle and can rely on a

local base rather than a moment of opportunity. Given a sufficiently high threat, incumbents might

choose to use violence to suppress opposition-controlled areas to prevent support from spreading. The

struggle between the incumbent and locally empowered oppositions may push incumbents to make use

of otherwise dormant despotic capacity. Given the costly and uncertain nature of violent politics, a turn

10I do not try and account for when and under what conditions incumbents may miscalculate. The important point
is that miscalculation is possible and office-seeking opposition parties can avoid being repressed or restricted initially.
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to violence is most likely when incumbents they face a sophisticated opposition party against which

other centralized strategies have failed. Furthermore, use of violence is mostly likely in those places

where violence will be successful in reducing turnout. I therefore expect violence to be more likely

in areas where opposition support is less institutionalized. In areas newly under opposition control,

violence is more likely to be effective in dissuading opposition support because there are relatively

fewer opposition hard-liners in these historically incumbent-held areas. Incumbents are therefore more

likely to violently crack down on opposition parties in areas where opposition parties have won control

beyond their stronghold(s).

However, a key implication of opposition control is that there is then no guarantee that the afore-

mentioned strategies will be successful in containing these parties. This is because local capacity gives

opposition parties the ability to strategically respond to changes in incumbent strategy. When oppo-

sition politicians fill roles where they lack capacity – as MPs without portfolios, as political outsiders

– they lack autonomy. Their ability to operate is contingent on the rules which govern their role. If

the incumbent restricts their role, they are powerless to resist. Local capacity gives opposition parties

autonomy at the local level. They can exploit this autonomy to come up with new strategies to build

credibility when the incumbent seeks to frustrate their existing ones. Local capacity means opposition

parties need not be passive amid efforts to constrain them.

Given the heterogeneity of the challenges faced by local institutions, local capacity is designed to

be flexible enough to allow officials to deal with emergent local problems. Opposition parties at the

local level control multiple policy areas and have influence over the amount and quality of the local

capacity which can be used to administer these domains. This gives opposition parties the flexibility

they need to outmanoeuvre the incumbent. If the incumbent restricts autonomy in a key domain,

the opposition can redirect their efforts to another area to defend their record in local government,

exploiting the breadth of capacity they control. In so doing, opposition parties can continue signalling

their competence to voters despite attempts to undermine them. Likewise, opposition parties can invest

in state capacity to resist incumbent restrictions, improving the depth of capacity they control. This

makes them better able to deliver services in their domains and so build and defend their credibility

without relying on the incumbent. Local capacity and the ability to invest in it makes it possible for

opposition parties to survive incumbent restrictions.

Thus, local capacity gives opposition parties the ability to resist the restrictions imposed on them.
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Local capacity gives them autonomy. Once the incumbent changes the de jure or de facto rules of

the game – cut their funding, increase gatekeeping, disrupt day-to-day governance through violence

– opposition parties can change how the use their local powers in order to keep delivering to voters.

As I argued in Chapter 5, voters stay loyal to opposition parties if they can hold up their end of the

compact that made them switch in the first place. Facing restriction or repression, opposition parties

redirect and reinforce local state capacity so that they can maintain their credibility by continuing to

deliver services.

Management of opposition parties and competition is often characterized as a one-sided incumbent

decision. I argue that opposition control of local capacity turns it into a strategic interaction between

opposition parties and the incumbent, which may go for several rounds of tit-for-tat resist and restrain.

Both sides are vying for control over the allocation of resources and indeed the political space to freely

express opposition because it influences voters’ appraisal of benefits and costs of opposition. The need

to defend opposition local autonomy can encourage investment in local state capacity that would not

otherwise exist, which then allows these subnational units to assert their autonomy against subsequent

challenges. This suggests that, given a sufficiently sophisticated opposition, frustrating opposition

autonomy may not be enough to suppress opposition support and contain the threat of a credible

opposition party. Weaker opposition parties will be unable to survive incumbent restrictions to their

autonomy. However, some office-seeking parties may prevail. In sum, I hypothesize the following:

H4a: Loss of local control makes it more likely that incumbents will turn to legalistic restrictions

and violence to suppress opposition support

H4b: Opposition parties invest in local capacity to survive restriction and repression

What do the incumbent and opposition’s strategic responses to opposition control tell us about the

relationship between local capacity and incumbent durability? Opposition control is not necessarily a

threat to incumbents. The implications of opposition control of local capacity depend on the strategic

decisions of opposition parties and the incumbent after opposition parties win control. Incumbents can

use central capacity to subvert opposition autonomy. They therefore can contain opposition parties if

they act quickly. However, if incumbents underestimate opposition parties or they outmanoeuvre the
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autocrat using local capacity, opposition parties can survive despite incumbent attempts to suppress

them. Local capacity, when used effectively to build support and compensate for new and long-standing

disadvantages, makes it harder for incumbents to contain opposition parties.

Subnational regime type and voter calculus

How does this strategic interaction affect willingness to vote for the incumbent and opposition parties in

the long-run? Local control changes incumbent and opposition party strategy, which in turn determines

how likely it is that incumbents will crackdown on a given subnational unit. I argue that this leads to

substantial differences in citizens’ experiences of authoritarian rule across a single electoral autocracy.

This then influences how likely it is that voters become opposition partisans and hold pluralist views

about multiparty competition and favorable views about the incumbent.

Work on subnational autocracy – enclaves of authoritarian rule in democracies – has shown that

‘regime type’ can vary subnationally (Gibson, 2008). I argue that opposition control can lead to

the formation of enclaves of more democratic rule in otherwise non-democratic countries. I define a

‘subnational democracy’ as a subnational administrative unit which is significantly more democratic

than the national unit that contains it. McMann defines a subnational democracy as an administrative

unit which has free and fair elections, where politicians have supremacy over bureaucrats and civil

liberties are respected (McMann, 2018). This definition focuses on the elements of a democracy – the

electoral commission, the judiciary, the security services – which are controlled by the incumbent at

the national level. Instead, I focus on the extent to which political participation is democratic given

how able voters are to formulate their preferences and signify them (Dahl, 1971).

I measure democratic participation in terms of voice, violence and pluralism. Voters have more

voice if they are able to freely express their political beliefs, gather information to inform them then act

on these preferences. The more voice voters have, the more democratic the unit is. A subnational unit

is more violent and hence less democratic the more voters face a credible threat of physical coercion

for voicing their politics. A subnational unit is more democratic the more prevalent pluralistic ideas

about multiparty competition are. I do not seek to explain why some areas initially support opposition

parties in founding decentralized elections.11 I take the subnational distribution of opposition support

11Little work has been done to understand the spatial origins of opposition support. Arriola, Dow & Letsa (n.d.)
propose three mechanisms which may predict where early opposition support emerges in sub-Saharan Africa: economic
grievance, post-war grievance and ethnic group centralization
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Incumbent tolerates Incumbent represses
Incumbent control Local autocracy:

Voice - low
Violence - low
Pluralism - low

Opposition control Local democracy: Contested competition:
Voice - high
Violence - low
Pluralism - high

Voice - medium/high
Violence - high
Pluralism - low

Table 2: Subnational regime type

at that time as given. Rather I explain in this section when this support becomes stable.

Local control and incumbent responses thereto determines the regime type of a given subnational

unit. I summarize these types in Table 2. Those in incumbent LGs live under ‘local autocracy’.

Some communities may be under opposition control. As I argued, this tempers some of the threat

of individual sanction. In general, however, voters in local autocracies are less able to express their

political views than those living under opposition control because they face a very credible threat of

sanction. Voters are subject to credible threats of coercion for their vote choice, candidacy or other

participation in politics because all state capacity is still wielded by the incumbent.

Fine grained sanctioning has downstream effects on communities and citizens. Under opposition

control, the whole LG is sanctioned but opposition parties do not sanction opposition communities.

Under incumbent control, community vote share determines how the incumbent LG allocates resources.

Opposition communities are liable to be left out of any new public goods projects, receive lower

budgets for services and be less able to call on help in times of emergency. Voters recognize that their

community’s loyalty will be rewarded and any shows of disloyalty will be sanctioned.

In these LGs, opposition parties and voters are framed as ‘enemies’ who are dangerous to the

greater good. Communities then have an incentive to deliver the vote. While the ballot remains secret,

people form beliefs about their neighbors’ political views through daily interactions and simple gossip.

They then have an incentive to use this knowledge to deliver a ‘satisfactory’ vote share. Members of

communities, particularly in poorer, more rural areas, have a lot of leverage over one another. Com-

munities can leverage access to informal help, social assistance funds and even intimidate neighbours

to discourage opposition support in elections if they believe it will hurt their prospects of getting help

from the incumbent. As discussed, decentralization strengthened the capacity of community-level offi-

cials and made them gatekeepers for access to state resources and petty justice. These officials bolster
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the effectiveness of this coordination effort making the incumbent’s vote share more durable. They

also make the sanctions which can be leveraged against individuals more serious.

In local autocracies, the level of violence is relatively low but the threat of violence, especially

within communities, is ever-present. Individuals in incumbent-loyal areas who show open opposition

support run the risk of incurring serious costs for their partisanship. Local capacity is exerted to stop

voters sympathetic to the opposition from acting on their preferences or even fully formulating them.

In these areas, only the most ideologically committed and wealthiest are able or willing to bear the

costs of opposition support. All others, even if they are unhappy with the incumbent, are unlikely to

vote for opposition parties or even openly voice support for the idea of opposition. Opposition parties

are met with suspicion by moderate voters. Thus, opposition support is discouraged and competition

is suppressed. Local control allows incumbents to consolidate their rule.

Those living under opposition control have significantly more ‘voice’ than those in ‘local autocra-

cies’. Voters have more information about opposition parties (Letsa, 2018) and political discussions are

more common and open. However, opposition control alone does not necessarily mean voters live under

locally democratic conditions. Whether voters live in a local democracy or an area of contested compe-

tition depends on the incumbent’s choice to crack down on opposition parties. Repression changes local

dynamics because it makes it costly for everyone in that subnational unit to be associated with the

opposition. I argue later that this increases polarization between opposition and incumbent supporters

which in turn increases the level of day-to-day violence around politics and reduces pluralism.

In ‘local democracies’, opposition local governments are largely left to govern with limited inter-

vention from the central government. This allows opposition parties the space they need to prove

themselves, increasing opposition credibility. The lack of repressive response from the central state

makes voters more confident in their ability to voice their politics and weigh the offerings of the in-

cumbent and the opposition openly. Because there is less threat of sanction with local capacity under

opposition control, voters face less incentive to deliver the vote to the incumbent. That means that

voters face less intimidation and discrimination for their vote within their own communities.

The stakes of multiparty competition become lower. Politics becomes more of an open marketplace

where voters can make more informed decisions. Over time, this propagates more pluralist ideas about

political competition, breaking down the ‘us versus them’ narrative signalled by the punishment regime.

This is one reason that violence is costlier and less likely to succeed in these strongholds. If these
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processes are allowed to take root over several electoral cycles, voters’ electoral calculus becomes more

like those in democratic countries. By this pathway, opposition control can lead to more democratic

competition in the long-run, weakening regime durability.

If the incumbent chooses to repress opposition control, the area becomes one of ‘contested compe-

tition’. People who live in these areas observe state violence. This is important because it changes how

voters perceive the incumbent. Moderate voters, who believed the incumbent was benevolent or at

least the lesser of available evils, now witness government actions which are in tension with their prior

beliefs. This is likely to erode popular support for the incumbent. Violence often suppresses turnout,

including by encouraging ‘deliberate disengagement’ among moderate and educated voters (Croke et al,

2016). This fall in turnout for opposition parties helps incumbents to win elections in the short-term.

However, by alienating moderate voters who had been loyal to the ruling party, the incumbent render

themselves less durable. Voters who would otherwise be sympathetic to their appeals to development

and order are less likely to turn out for ruling party in future elections.

Furthermore, politics is more fraught than under either local autocracy or democracy under ‘con-

tested competition’,. Voters trade off any additional benefits they get from the opposition with what

they expect to lose out on from the central government, including and especially the cost of repression.

If the incumbent chooses to punish the area upon control being won by opposition parties, some citizens

may become convinced that it is in everyone’s best interests to switch back to the incumbent. However,

opposition-sympathetic voters are in the majority in these areas. In incumbent LGs, delivering the

vote will involve the majority isolating and intimidating individuals. In opposition LGs, opposition

supporters recognize they have strength in numbers. Partisanship is more conspicuous in these areas

than in local autocracies because citizens are more able to voice their views.

I argue that this identifiablity and the more even balance of power in numbers between groups

makes it more likely that conflict will break out between party-aligned groups within communities.

This conflict may extend spill out into social life in the community as the two sides vie over competing

ideas of what’s best for the community and the area. Cooperation across groups is likely to fall as

polarization between opposition and incumbent supporters increases.

This increases the stakes of multiparty politics. In areas of ‘contested competition’, politics is likely

to be more violent than under either local democracy or autocracy. These areas are more competitive

than local autocracies but opposition control does not lead to the same broad pluralism as under
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local democracy. Furthermore, opposition support is less likely to spread around areas of contested

competition because opposition credibility is tainted by violence. Contested competition therefore has

different implications for incumbent durability than local democracy. Some opposition voters may

become even more committed supporters in the face of unfair treatment. Others may choose to stay

home at subsequent elections. Moderate voters are less likely to switch to opposition parties. However,

this unfair treatment may also alienate moderate voters from the ruling party by undermining their

positive perceptions of the incumbent. Polarization, conflict and fear become more important to politics

in these areas, which is likely to be destabilizing for the regime in the long-run. This weakens regimes

durability even if it does successfully suppress opposition turnout in the short-term.

Thus, local control and incumbent responses thereto create three very different environments for

voters in different parts of the country. In local democracies, it is far easier for voters unhappy with the

regime to vote and become active in opposition parties than elsewhere in the country, especially when

compared to local autocracies. In local autocracies, opposition support is kept low and largely hidden

which means that the incumbent can continue to convince moderate voters there that their rule is

legitimate and good for the country. In areas of contested competition, opposition support has grown

enough for opposition parties to win control. However, incumbent crack down on opposition control

changes the incentives facing voters all-but-overnight. I contend this leads to polarization and violence

in these areas, which harms voters’ perceptions of the incumbent while also suppressing willingness to

turn out in support of opposition parties.

Scope conditions

I intentionally do not address when or how an opposition party emerging from the local level actually

may unseat the incumbent. Opposition parties have emerged from the local level to win presidential

elections; Mexico in 2000 and Malaysia in 2018 are two notable examples. However, I stop at the point

where either incumbent control is consolidated or a credible opposition party emerges because how an

incumbent manages a national-level threat is beyond the scope of this project. Opposition parties can

prevail upon becoming credible through several channels: incumbents may underestimate the threat

from opposition parties, they may choose not to suppress them for whatever reason, there may be a

crisis or scandal before an election. Likewise, opposition parties may also be unable to capitalize on

their local base for several reasons: the incumbent may legislate away opposition parties, they may be
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subject to overwhelming efforts to suppress them, there may be violence before an election. Because

the outcomes of presidential elections are so contingent on historical accident or factors beyond the

local performance of incumbent and opposition parties, an opposition party winning the presidency is

not the relevant outcome of interest in this study. Instead, this study contributes to our understanding

of where these challengers may come from.

I develop and test this theory using the case of Tanzania, an electoral authoritarian country in

East Africa. The theory applies to decentralized countries where opposition parties can win control

over allocation of state resources at the local level. The theory applies best in places where there

is a hegemonic incumbent which can implement a ‘punishment regime’ without fear of significant

backlash from other institutions, the media or civil society. The theory therefore holds best in electoral

authoritarian regimes, where incumbents generally has hegemony over central institutions and the

(electoral) rules of the game. Furthermore, the theory applies to countries where political competition

is clientelistic and where individual politicians and bureaucrats are responsible for the discharge of

government services rather than more formal agencies. As such, the theory holds best in low and

middle income countries.

Figure 4 maps the countries where these conditions held in 1997, 2007 and 2017. In recent years,

most of these cases are concentrated in Eastern Africa, the former Soviet Union and South East Asia.

Tanzania is comparable to these other decentralized electoral authoritarian regimes, not least because

many of these countries have a history of communist and socialist rule. Figure 8 shows that Tanzania

is not an outlier in terms of levels of decentralization among these cases. Tanzania’s average Polity

score since multipartyism is in line with the mean and median Polity scores of the sample of cases I

identify.

Conclusion

The implications of local capacity for incumbent durability is therefore determined by who wins local

control and how incumbents and opposition parties then subsequently respond to it. If incumbents

retain local control, they retain hegemony over the state. They can therefore use the electoral strategies

associated with local capacity to consolidate their hold on power. In areas under incumbent control,

local capacity strengthens incumbents by making it easier for them to enforce their punishment regime.

However, if opposition parties win local control, the incumbent’s hold on power is weakened. Oppo-
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Figure 4: Applicable cases in 1997, 2007 & 2017

Details: These maps show electoral autocracies which were low/middle income with elected local governments in the
relevant year. I drop countries below minimum thresholds of administrative and fiscal decentralization as measured by
Ivanyna & Shah (2014). This data is correct as of 2005. Panels a) and c) should be treated with caution
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sition control means opposition parties can use local capacity against the regime. They can disrupt the

incumbent’s punishment regime, build their own credibility through service delivery and assert their

autonomy by investing in capacity. This makes it easier to convince voters to switch from the ‘devil

they know’ because the incumbent no longer has hegemonic control over state resources.

This is important for two reasons. First, it shows that incumbents are actually a lot more con-

strained than work on authoritarian politics suggests. Second, it challenges the idea that opposition

parties in electoral autocracies are weak and lack agency. Local capacity can be the foundation of

opposition parties’ ability to stake and defend space in a system where the incumbent is otherwise

hegemonic. The same capacity which makes sanctioning easier in loyal areas can undermine incum-

bent durability in opposition areas.

Which pathway — towards local democracy, contested competition or electoral defeat — a subna-

tional unit under opposition control takes depends on the strategic decisions made by the incumbent

and the opposition party after they win local control. Incumbents can use their control of central

capacity to frustrate opposition autonomy. In some instances, this may be enough to suppress oppo-

sition parties and minimize the negative effects of local control. Indeed, it may be enough to discredit

opposition parties and return the unit back to incumbent control.

However, restriction is not guaranteed to succeed against sophisticated, office-seeking opposition

parties. These parties may choose to invest in local capacity, increasing their autonomy from the

center enough to resist these restrictions. Opposition control of local capacity distinguishes local

control from other roles opposition parties can fill in electoral autocracies because it allows them to

compete against the incumbent on more equal terms and circumvent incumbent efforts to restrain

them. This challenges prevailing understandings of competition in electoral autocracies. I contend

that competition is a strategic interaction between incumbent and opposition, one which the incumbent

can lose. If opposition control becomes institutionalized into ‘local democracy’, incumbent durability

is weakened by an increase in opposition credibility and support as well as an increase in pluralist

understandings of political competition. By this pathway, local politics can serve as a launch pad for

an opposition party to emerge which may ultimately unseat the incumbent.

Incumbents can also choose to repress opposition areas. I contend that this weakens the incumbent

by another pathway. By switching from distributive to openly repressive tactics, incumbents undermine

their popular legitimacy and increase polarization and violence in these areas of contested competition.
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While violence may be effective in suppressing opposition support in the short-run, it may destabilize

the incumbent’s hold on power in the long-run.

Thus, I argue that local capacity is a double-edged sword for electoral autocrats. If incumbents can

maintain local control in most of the country and manage enclaves of opposition control successfully,

local capacity strengthens their hand. However, if autocrats underestimate the threats of opposition

control early on and allow office-seeking opposition parties to gain a foothold, their hold on power is

weakened. Opposition control of local capacity makes it hard for them to ‘put the genie back in the

bottle’. Opposition parties can exploit local control to emerge as a credible threat to the incumbent’s

tenure. Even if the incumbent represses, the existence and suppression of a credible opposition party

destabilizes the incumbent’s hold on power.

This dissertation contributes to several literatures. First, I challenge the prevailing view of studies

of decentralization. I show that decentralization may be a pathway to democracy after all, or at least

to local democratic opening. I contribute to several strands of the authoritarian politics literature. I

demonstrate the importance of local conditions for distributive politics in non-democracies. Further-

more, I move the literature on authoritarian institutions to a different level of analysis, one where

opposition parties have more agency. Because of that, I contribute to the literature on oppositions in

autocracies by challenging the notion that all opposition parties are co-opted and pose little threat to

incumbents. Lastly, this account shows that it is possible for opposition parties to resist backsliding,

contrary to existing top-down accounts.

I also contribute to the vast literature on the determinants of state capacity by showing how

what would be commonly understood as impediments to performance – systematic disadvantages for

opposition LGs and crackdowns against them – may encourage investment in local state capacity.

Finally, this study contributes to the clientelism literature. I propose a mechanism by which state

officials may improve targeting over brokers. I also show why we may see more individual targeting of

resources in some places and more group targeting in others. Furthermore, I highlight the importance of

local elections and the importance of regime/opposition party distributive strategy between elections.
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Figure 5: Levels of administrative decentralization
Data: Ivanyna & Shah (2014)

Figure 6: Levels of fiscal decentralization
Data: Ivanyna & Shah (2014)
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Figure 7: Levels of political decentralization
Data: Ivanyna & Shah (2014)

Figure 8: Levels of decentralization by regime type
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